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The aim of this thesis is to apply the concept of robust opti-
mization introduced by Bel-Tal and Nemirovski to the portfolio 
selection problems based on multi-stage scenario trees. The ob-
jective of our portfolio selection is to maximize an expected util-
ity function value (or to minimize an expected disutility function 
value) as in a classical stochastic programming problem, except 
that we allow for uncertainties in probability distributions along 
the scenario tree. We show that such a problem can be formu-
lated as a finite convex program in the conic form, on which 
general convex optimization techniques can be applied. In par-
ticular, if there is no short-selling, the disutility function takes 
the form of semi-variance downside risk, and all uncertainty sets 
are ellipsoidal, then the problem becomes a second order cone 
programming problem and we use SeDuMi to solve the robust 
portfolio selection problem. Numerical results are reported. 
Keywords: portfolio selection, scenario tree, robust opti-
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1.1 Portfolio Selection Problem 
Portfolio selection is the problem of optimally allocating capital 
over a number of available assets. Two general selection schemes 
have been well established in the literature: the mean-variance 
approach and the utility function approach. 
1.1.1 The Mean-Variance Approach 
Economists have long believed that a rational investor tends to 
maximize the return while minimizing the risk of his/her invest-
ment. Based on this observation, Markowitz formulated his fa-
mous mathematical model for portfolio selection in 1952. In his 
model, the "return" on a portfolio is measured by the mean of 
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the random portfolio return, and the associated “ risk" is quan-
tified by the variance of the portfolio return. Markowitz showed 
that, given either an upper bound on the risk that the investor 
is willing to take or a lower bound on the return the investor 
is willing to accept, the optimal portfolio can be obtained by 
solving a convex quadratic programming problem. 
1.1.2 The Util ity Function Approach 
Apart from the mean-variance model, there is an alternative 
approach to evaluate uncertain economic gains. Von Neumann 
and Morgenstern suggested using the expected utility function 
value to rank random wealth levels. Formally, a utility function 
is a real-valued function u{-) defined on the real numbers (rep-
resenting possible wealth levels). Mathematically, a reasonable 
utility should satisfy: 
(1) u{-) is increasing. 
(2) u{') is concave. 
A function d{-) is called a disutility function if —d[.) is a utility 
function. Different investors may have different utility functions 
and what they need to do is to maximize the expected utility 
or equivalently, to minimize the expected disutility subject to 
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certain constraints. Some commonly used utility functions are: 
1. logarithmic utility function 
u{x) = ln(x); 
2. power utility function 
u{x) = x^ 
for some 0 < 6 < 1. 
1.2 Conic Programming and Duality Theory 
Conic programming and duality theory are important tools in 
our study. Some fundamental concepts and theorems are quoted 
here (see [9] for a, standard reference). 
1.2.1 Cones and Conic Programming 
Definition 1.2.1 The set K is called a cone if 
• ae \ae K, 
and such a cone is said to be pointed if 
a e K,-a e K ^ a = 0. 
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In order to facilitate our analysis, a notion of ordering “ > k “ 
is introduced: 
Definition 1.2.2 Every nonempty pointed convex cone K G 况川’ 
induces a partial ordering on 况爪 
a>Kb^a-b>KO<^a-beK. 
Definition 1.2.3 Conic programming is referred in [9] as an 
optimization problem in the form of 
mm{c^x\Ax — b >k 0}, 
X 
where K is a closed, convex, and pointed cone in 况爪 with a 
nonempty interior; c 6 况"'，6 G 況爪，and A G 况爪几 are given 
parameters. 
1.2.2 Second Order Cones 
In this thesis, we are especially interested in the so-called second 
order cones: 
Definition 1.2.4 An N dimensional second order cone is a cone 
of the form 
{ ( 二 ) � " � M l } . 
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The second order cone is also known as the quadratic cone or 
Lorentz cone. And from now on, the second order cone of di-
mension N will be denoted as SOC{N). 
Definition 1.2.5 A conic programming problem is called a sec-
ond order cone problem (SOCP) or equivalently, a conic quadratic 
problem, if the cone K in the definition of conic programming is 
a direct product of several second order cones. 
1.3 Uncertainties and Robust Optimization 
Although the mean-variance model has been proved convenient 
and useful, it is very sensitive to parameter uncertainties and 
estimation errors. That is to say, a small perturbation in mean 
or variance can completely change the optimal portfolio. Some 
techniques have been developed to handle this issue in practice. 
Among them, a new approach is called robust optimization, 
whose framework was established by Bel-Tal and Nemirovski 
(1998) [1]. In their paper, Bel-Tal and Nemirovski considered 
an optimization problem in the form of 
{Pc) 
s.t. F{xX) eK C 
where 
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• C E 况M is the data element of the problem; 
• x G is the decision vector; 
• the dimension M, m, n，the mappings / ( . , . ) , .) and the 
convex cone K are structural elements of the problem. 
"The decision environment" is characterized by: 
(i) A crude knowledge of the data; it may be partly or fully 
"uncertain", and all that is known about the data, vector ( is 
that it belongs to a give uncertainty set U G 况几。 
(ii) The constraints F{x, (") G K must be satisfied, whatever the 
actual realization of ( G f/ is. ‘ 
In view of (i) and (ii), a vector x is called a feasible solution 
to the uncertain robust optimization problem (P) = {(_P()}姊， 
if X satisfies all possible realization of the constraints: 
e K VC G U. 
An optimal solution to (P) is defined in the same way: such a so-
lution must give the best possible guaranteed value sup^ f^； f ( x , ( ) 
under the constraint F(x, Q G K V^ G U, i.e., it should be an 
optimal solution to 
(P*) min{sup f{x, 0 ： F{x, Q^K VC G U}. Ceu 
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Theoretically, uncertainty sets can be any sets. However, 
ellipsoidal sets are recommended in [1] for the following reasons: 
• An ellipsoid has a simple parametric representation and can 
be easily handled numerically. 
• In many cases of stochastic uncertainty data, a robust coun-
terpart with ellipsoidal uncertainty sets gives a bound on 
certain confidence levels. 
• Finally, more complicated uncertainty sets can be approx-
imated by an intersection of the ellipsoids. 
Bel-Tal and Nemirovski also introduced the following notions: 
feasible/optimal solutions to (P*) are called robust feasible/optimal 
solutions to (P), and the optimal value to (P*) is called robust 
optimal value to (P); the problem (P*) itself is called the robust 
counterpart of (P). 
Several important generic problems and their tract ability is-
sues were covered in the paper. In particular, it has been demon-
strated that the robust counterpart of an uncertain linear pro- ‘ 
gramming problem with ellipsoidal or intersection of ellipsoids 
uncertainty set is an explicit conic quadratic program. 
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Goldfarb and Iyengar (2002) then applied the idea of robust 
optimization to mean-variance models, in which uncertainty oc-
curs in return vector and covariance matrix. They demonstrated 
that the mean-variance portfolio selection problem, the maxi-
mum Sharpe ratio portfolio selection problem and the value-at-
risk (VaR) portfolio selection problem can be reformulated as 
SOCPs, provided the uncertainty sets are ellipsoidal.-
1.4 Problem Formulation 
1.4.1 utility Approach Based on a Single-Stage Tree 
Suppose we want to select a portfolio from n assets in the mar-
ket and hold it for a given period. Without loss of generality, 
the initial wealth level is rescaled to 1. Suppose there are only 
m possible outcomes (or scenarios) of the market at the end 
of the holding period, that is, all possible scenarios can be de-
scribed by a single-stage tree with m leaves. In our investment 
problem, different scenarios are characterized by the different 
returns of assets. Since there are totally n assets, an n x 1 vec-
tor is sufficient to contain all information. Here we assume the 
i认 element of the return vector represents the return of i仇 as-
• 8 
set. Note a "return" mentioned above includes both gain/loss 
and principal. For example, an increase of 10% in a single stock 
will be recorded as a return of 110%. If, by statistical analysis 
or past experiences, such return vectors and the probabilities 
of the occurrences of the scenarios are already known, then the 
single-stage portfolio selection model based on the scenario tree 
can be described as -
m 
(Pi) 沉i<(j)T—� 
小 7； = 1 
s.t. = 1 
A, where 
n the number of stocks 
m the number of sequent scenarios at each node 
(j) e 况”’the holding of stocks 
e 况"’the return of n stocks if scenario i happens 
TTi the probability that scenario i will occur 
e G 况”’the vector of all I 's 
A the set of admissible portfolios, which is assumed to be convex. 
Illustration: 
1. 0 is a vector, where the k!'^  element represents the value 
invested in k^ asset. 
2. = 1 is the budget constraint. 
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3. The set of admissible portfolios comprises all conditions be-
sides the budget constraint. A typical example of such con-
straints is the so-called no short-selling constraint, which 
corresponds to A = 况 ! I f there are no constraints other 
than the budget constraint, the set is just 况”'. 
1.4.2 Utility Approach Based on a Two-St age Tree 
The single-stage model can be extended to the multi-stage ones. 
Suppose, for example, there are two decision periods, that is, 
after the initial construction of the portfolio, we are allowed to 
change its composition at a given time before the investment 
horizon. Suppose 
1. There are m scenarios at the end of stage 1, and by statisti-
cal analysis or past experiences, the return vectors for each 
scenario and their probabilities of occurrences are already 
known. 
2. For each i = 1 ,2 , . . . , m, if scenario i happens in the first 
stage, there are only m\‘, possible outcomes at the end of 
the second stage. And the return vectors for each scenario 
and their corresponding conditional probabilities are also 
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known. 
This model is termed as two-stage scenario tree. Similarly, 
multi-stage scenario trees can be used to describe the decision 
environments for multi-period investment problems. For sim-
plicity, we assume the scenario trees in this thesis are perfect, 
in the sense that each node that is not in the last layer (for a 
two-stage tree, this means each node in the root layer and the 
second layer) have the same number of child nodes. Mathemat-
ically, this means m 二 ml” == mj?) = . . . = mj爪).Thus, the 
two-stage portfolio selection model based on a scenario tree can 
be described as 
m m r max 兀 r ” ). • i=\ 




n: the number of stocks 
m: the number of subsequent scenarios at each node 
0 e 况"'： the holding of stocks at first stage 
—G 况 t h e return of n stocks if scenario i happens 
G 况几：the return of n stocks if scenario i happens at the first 
stage and scenario j happens at the second stage 
TTj： the probability that scenario i will occur at the first stage 
7rj: the conditional probability given that scenario j will 
occur at the second stage given that scenario i occurs 
at the first stage 
e E 况 t h e vector of all l，s 
A: the set of admissible portfolios at first stage 
A':: the set of admissible portfolios at second stage. 
Finally, G 况"'is the optimal solution to the second-stage 
recourse problem: 
m _ .T .. 
max r”） 
j=i 
s.t. ( f e—T—yi = 1,2,…，m 
f G A \ 
where G 況”'is the holding of stocks at second stage. 
To make our presentation clear, a multi-stage optimization 
problem in the above form will be written in the following com-
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pact format, provided that there is no confusion: 
m m .r • • 
(P2) max TTilmax ^'Mc/)' r*”). 
s.t. ( f e = (t)T—;ii = l,2,..�m 
G A'; 
s.t. = 1 
(^G A. 
Some explanations are in order here. . 
1. are vectors the A;认 element of which represents the 
value invested in A/'" asset. 
2. = 1 and = (jP f^- represent budget conservation 
relation at two stages respectively, because 1 is the initial 
wealth. • 
3. the sets of admissible portfolios compromise all conditions 
other than budget constraints. A typical example is no 
short-selling, which corresponds to A = A ' ' =况! I f there 
are no other constraints, the sets are just 況”'s. To make 
(尸2) a convex problem, we assume the admissible sets are 
convex. 
卜 、 \ 
We set TT = ： and t t ' '= ： . 
\ ^m / \ / 
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By definition, tt e = 1 and tt^ ' e = 1. 
Clearly, (P2) is separable and hence has the same solution as 
m m 了 
m a x 沉]u(r”). 
S.t. (j)'' e = = 1, 2, • • • , m 
f e A'' 
f e = 1 
(/)G A. 
It is easy to see that the above problem is a convex program, 
since u{-) is concave. Such problems are classical and have been 
well addressed in the literature. 
1.4.3 Robust Counterpart of the Single-Stage Model 
In {Pi) a deterministic scenario tree is assumed. One drawback 
of this approach is that the scenario tree generated may not be 
accurate. Basically, there are two kinds of uncertainties that 
may occur in a scenario tree: the uncertainty in the returns in 
each scenario and the uncertainty in conditional probabilities 
that each scenario will happen. In fact, what we use in (Pi) are 
the estimated vectors 开,r^  . . . instead of their actual real-
izations TT, —，…，r爪.Note the estimated probabilities should 
also satisfy 开�e = 1 by definition. 
Since scenario trees are usually generated by estimations, we 
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are not sure what will be the real probabilities and returns. How-
ever, we do have some confidence that the actual values are not 
far away from the estimated ones, and by statistical analysis, we 
can probably obtain some confidence intervals. Mathematically, 
we assume the return vectors and probability vectors lie in some 
uncertainty sets containing the corresponding estimated values: 
• r'' G V^ ' (uncertainty in returns), 
• TT G n (uncertainty in probabilities). 
We assume that all the above sets are convex and compact. 
Moreover, these sets are non-empty. 
We can simplify the probability uncertainty set as follows: 
Let 
y = 7r — 开，= n — TT, 
then 
n e U ^ y eU. 
Clearly, the so-constructed set U remains compact and convex. 
It is easy to see, according to Bel-Tal and Nemirovski's frame-
work, the robust counterpart of the single-stage model is 
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m 
(RPi) m a x min XX开i + 队) 
<f> r'eV\yeU 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
0 G A. 
1.4.4 Robust Counterpart of the Two-Stage Model 
Similarly, we can describe the uncertainties in a two-stage tree. 
Suppose that what we used in (P2) are the estimated vectors 
开，尸'，iP, r''"^ ，while their actual realizations are tt, 7r\ r^ -^  re-
spectively. Note that the estimated probabilities should satisfy 
开�e = 1 and F'^e = 1 also. 
We assume the actual return vectors and probability vectors 
lie in the following uncertainty sets containing the corresponding 
estimated values: 
• (uncertainty in returns) 
E 
r” e V 义 
• (uncertainty in probabilities) 
t t G H , 
TT^  G tf. 
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We assume that all the above sets are convex, compact and non-
empty. Moreover, we assume that tt, P , tt^ are independent 
from each other. 
We can simplify the probability uncertainty sets as follows: 
Let 




„ j, i ~i T ji rri ~ i 
y = TT — TT , (7 = 11 — TT , 
then 
Trendy' e u\ 
Clearly, U, IP so constructed are still compact convex sets. 
Bel-Tal and Nemirovski's original framework of robust opti-
mization is for one period problem only. Following the general 
principle of robust optimization, we extend the model to the 
multiple stage case. That is to say, when we choose an initial 
portfolio, the worst possible 7r,r''s are assumed to be material-
ized at the end of the first period, and for given 0，r' in each 
recourse problem, if we switch our portfolio to at the begin-
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ning of the second period, then again the worst scenario r^ ^ 
will be materialized. Therefore we define the robust counterpart 
of (P2) as: 
m m, 
{RP2) m a x min YA元i + Vi) m a x min [n] + • ( ^ c f —，、 
s.t. (p^'^e = (j)^r\\/i = 1,2, • • • ,m 
G A，： 
s.t. = 1 
(/) e A. ‘ 
We may omit the uncertainty sets in the optimization problems 
from now on if there is no confusion. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. First, we in-
clude in Chapter 2 the major results on single-stage models. 
We formulate a specific class of problems of (Pi) with no-short 
selling, ellipsoidal uncertainty sets and semi-variance disutility 
functions. (Note the negate of a disutility function is a util-
ity function). This specific model will be written finally as a 
SOCP, which can be solved efficiently by existing solvers like 
SeDuMi. Then we extend the model to a more general one. 
It can be shown that such a model, containing initially infinite 
constraints, can be transformed into a finite convex optimiza-
tion problem in explicit form. Two-stage models are discussed 
in Chapter 3. A specific class of problems and a general class of 
.18 
problems are formulated respectively and the results are similar 
to those in the single-stage cases. Numerical results are pre-




Single-Stage Robust Selection 
2.1 A Specific Model 
To start with, we consider a specific portfolio selection problem 
in the class of (Pi) satisfying the following assumptions. 
2.1.1 Assumptions 
• There is no short selling: A =況!J：. 
• We face a semi-variance disutility function 
d{w) = {R-w)l. 
Such a disutility function represents the downside risks with 
respect to a given benchmark return R. This means that 
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the corresponding utility function is 
u{w) — —{R — ic)^. 
• All assets we are considering are stocks and as a result, an 
investor can not lose more than what he has: 
r : c mi. 
• The uncertainty sets are ellipsoids in the following forms: 
n = {7rG 况爪|7rTe = 1，|7r - if|| < (9}, 
= { r ' : G 况 — 尸 : ） < = 1,2，...，m. 
Using simplifications in the previous chapter, 
U {y = < 6). 
WLOG, we assume all Q!，s are identity matrices. As a result, 
our uncertainty sets become 
= e 況 一 < p,；}. 
2.1.2 Formulation of the Model 
With the above assumptions, the original problem can now be 
formulated as 
rn 
{ S P i ) m a . x ： ^ 开 i 卜 尸 : ) 2 + ] 
小i=\ 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
0>O. 
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Obviously，the robust counterpart of {SPi) is 
m 
{RSPi) max min + yi)[-{R - fr%] 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
2.1.3 Solution for the Model 
{RSPi) is not a difficult problem to solve. First, the negative 
sign of the utility function can be extracted to obtain the mini-
mization problem 
‘ m 
m i n m a x (开+ 队:）[(i?. -
</> rieV\yeUi-i 
s.t. (f^e = 1 
0 > O . 
Then, by adding new variables, the above problem can be writ-
ten as 
min 力0 
s.t. to > max(开 + 
yeU 
U > max(i? -
22 
We can add some more variables and reformulate the problem 
as 
min to <i>MM 
s.t. tQ > max(开 + y)Tt y^u 
U > rf 
Ti > maxfi?. — 
r,;>0 
f e = 1 . 
We have the following lemma and corollary: 
Lemma 2.1.1 Suppose that y* is the optimal solution to 
mill —aTy, yeu 
then aTy* = oJaTa-^-^ = 9 a - e'^ . 
^ V m m, 
Proof: By the KKT optimality condition, there exist A G 况 
and > 0, such that 
‘—a + Xy* + /ie = 0 
e V = 0 
< M沪-(2/*)2) = 0 
、 > 0. 
.23 
The only solution to KKT system is 
pT. 11=— 
广 m 
6 Y m < T I a - ^ e 
y =0 =-
\ ai a —-——-. \ \J m 
The lemma, is proven. • 
Corollary 2.1.2 The fact that 
m to > + Vihi^y e u 
i=\ 
is equivalent to 
( 二 ) 一 + 1 ) . 
Proof: 
m 




to > max + yi)ai =护a + (91 a — e 
~ yeu ^ ' m 
51=1 
(;。-义）e 舰 ( m + 1). 
• By the above corollary, 
爪’ / / _ jr-Tf \ 
to > T i ^ i + ViK^y e u ^ ‘ , e SOC{m +1), 
\ u e ' ^―^ — I 
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where 
SOC{m + 1 ) = < [ ( 力 ) | | x | | > I W J 
(The definition of the second order cone is referred to in Chapter 
1). 
For a given 
max(i?. — f / ) = R- + p,;||0||. r， 
Also 
/ + 1 \ 
' U >Tf ^ t i - l e S0C{3). 
[ 坏 . ) 
Hence {RSP\) can be reformulated into the following SOCP: 
min 力0 
••>Ti,UA� 
（：.-/-〜) H释+ 1) (+ 
ti — 1 e S0C{3) 
\ 2r, y (1) 
卜 - 对 尸 ） e 腳 + 1 ) 
V . / 
ri>0 
(j)Te = 1. 
Although the uncertain sets we are considering are ellipsoidal, 
it is easy to arrive at a similar SO CP when the uncertain sets 
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are the intersections of finite number of ellipsoids. Besides, the 
specification of Q's also increases the flexibility of model {SRPi). 
For example, if asset 1 is risk-free, we can set 
to remove the uncertainties on its returns in all the scenarios. 
2.2 The General Model 
We proceed to solve problem (RF\) in the general form: 
m, 
(/?.Pi) max mill + 
小 r'eV\yeU i-i 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
(t>eA. 
2.2.1 Assumptions 
Remember we have made the following assumptions when for-
mulating the model: 
1. u{') is increasing, continuous and concave; 
2. [/, V^ ' are convex sets; 
3. A is a compact convex set. 
.26 
2.2.2 Solving the model 
By adding new variables, due to the separability, becomes 
max Iq 
m 
S.t. to < min (开+ y{)Ui y 印 






s-t. to < + e u i=l 
Ui < u{Wi) 
Wi < (pT—'y— e V' 
(jy^ e = 1 
A, 
since u is increasing. 
There are still infinite amount of constraints in the above 
representation. Fortunately, there is an elegant dual structure 
to help us. Before we proceed, it is necessary to introduce some 
fundamental concepts in duality theory (see [5] and [6] for ref-
erence) . 
Definition 2.2.1 If D is a convex set, then its homogenized 
.27 
cone is 
‘ / \ � 
H(D) = CI \ t t>0, - eD > . I W t J 
Definition 2.2.2 Let K be a cone. The dual cone of K is 
K* = {x\{x,y)>OyyEK}. 
For a, given k x n matrix B and a cone K: 
BxeK* ^ fBoc >OyyeK^xe {B^y\y G K}*. 
Now we can reformulate infinite constraints by finite represen-
tations in the form of dual cones. Setting t =(力1，.，力爪,)了， 
rn 
to < yi)tiyy G U 
7: 二 1 
is equivalent to 
toyo < e H([/), 
or 
\ v t ； y ) l \ y ) 
This, in the dual form, is simply 
� T t - 力 G H O / ) * . 
V t 乂 
.28 
We can apply similar transformations on Wi > cf^r'^  and obtain 
the following finite convex representation of {RPi)： 
max to <t> 
s.t. ( f t f — ^ H O / ) * 
Ui < u{Wi) 
( ] e H ( ” . 
V 0 乂 
(t)Te = l 
A, 
which has the same solution as 
min — to <f> 
s.t.(开、七-�0) 
Ui < u{wi) (2) 
V ^  y 
(lFe = l 
0 G A. 
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Chapter 3 
Results on Two-Stage Models 
3.1 A Specific Two-Stage Robust Model 
3.1.1 Assumptions 
It is natural to extend the single-stage models to the multi-stage 
cases. Like in the single-stage case, we start with a specific two-
stage portfolio selection problem based on the following assump-
tions: 
• There is no short selling: A = A''=况!j：. 
• We use a semi-variance disutility function 
d(w) = {R-w)l. 
Such a disutility function represents the downside risks with 
respect to a given benchmark return R. This means that 
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the corresponding utility function is 
u{w) = —(R — 
• All assets that we consider are stocks and as a result, an 
investor can not have negative wealth: 
V'^ C R l . 
• The uncertainty sets are ellipsoids in the following forms: 
n = {tt e 况 爪 = 1, iItt —开I < 0} 
V' = G - _ ,尸:）< p2| 
IT: = {TT G 况 爪 = 1，|7r^ ' < 6',}, i = 1,2，...，m 
V'^ = e 况 - P � T Q i j ( — j p j ) < = 1, 
2 , • … = 1,2, ••. ,m. 
Using simplifications as in the previous chapter, 
U = {ye 况爪 li/Te = 0, \\y\\ < 9} 
= { " V � = 0，lli/ll < i = 1, 2，….，m. 
We assume w.l.o.g that all Q\ Q^ -^  's are identity matrices. 
Consequently, our uncertainty sets become 
1/'' = {r': G 况”'|||(— - P : ) | | < Pi}, 
V'^ = j G 况"'|||(rO’ 一尸:•？)II < p--), 
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3.1.2 Formulation of the model 
Under assumptions we have made in the last section, the specific 
robust optimization problem that is of interest to us is 
m m T 
(SRP2) max min X](开?: + Ui) max min ^ (tt!- -f y])[-{R - cj)^ r^^y, 
S.t. e = (j)^r\\/i = 1, 2, • • • , m 
(j)' > 0 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
Obviously, this is an extension of {SRPi). Of course we can 
subtract the negative sign of the utility function to get a problem 
with the same optimal solutions: 
rn m, ^ 
m i n m a x X l (开i + y i ) m i n m a x J](开；+ “；)(尺 一 勺^ 
<t> r\y <j>i � 
S.t. = 0『尸'，Vi = 1 ,2 , . . . , m 
> 0 � 
s.t. (jp-e — 1 
Note that (3) is a special case of 
m 爪 . . . . 了 
min ma,x E (开i + yj) min max ^ (开）+ — r " )^ 
S.t. e = (p^f',Vz = 1,2，... ,771 
(j)' > 0 � 
s.t. (jp-e = 1 
0>O. Actually, the above is the problem we are going to solve. .32 
3.1.3 Solution for the Model 
For a given 0''， 
max — 二 Rij — min c f — j = R'^ — c f p j + P i M l 
The outcome of in the first stage affects the second stage 
disutility only through and it is easy to see that 
min (p r^^ ' = (jp-f' — 7^；||(/>||, r'eV' 
and 
m a x 二 -f p,;||(/)| . 
So Wi : f‘ — (fFr\ maps the ball onto the interval 尸— 
+ pi||0||]. In fact, this mapping is continuous and 
surjective. This means that (4) is equivalent to 
m m ^ . 
min max Z (开 + 认:）max min max [tt] + —护 f ” + ||0''||)i 
<!> y 7:=i <i>‘ j^i 
•T 
s.t. (p^ e = Wi,yi = 1, 2, • • • , m 
> 0 
s.t (pTp — p,; 11011 < Wi < (pTp + Pi\\(t)\ 
S.t. (jp-e = 1 
0. 
(5) Note Wi > 0, due to no short-selling assumption. 
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Lemma 3.1.1 If Wi > 0，then 
m, 
min max X； + ( f p ) + ||0”|)‘i 
, j j T (6) s.t. (p e = Wi \ , 
and m. 
min ma,X X；(开5 + yi){BP - f + 11)2 
s.t. < Wi � J 
are both solvable and have the same optimal value. 
Proof: First, 0 = (wi, 0 , . . . , 0)^ is feasible to both problems. 
Since the semi-variance disutility is non-negative, both prob-
lems are bounded below by 0. Because the constraint sets are 
compact and the objective function 
m 
maxYini + y ] ) � ' ] — ( f P) + WWf, 
in both problems are continuous in the minimum values can 
always be attained. If is optimal to (6), then it must be 
feasible to (7), which means the optimal value of (6) is larger 
than or equals to that of (7). Conversely, if ({)� is optimal to 
(7), then we can take = (wj： — (^�丁e)e\ + which is clearly 
feasible to (6). According to our assumption, 
• TT* » » • a k m • • • • ‘ • 
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max ^ir' '^ > max 0 � r ” 




< Y M ] + 命⑶‘3 - + \ m ) l w e 
m 
yeU' ^ J J 
产1 
m 
< + y i ) 妒 - + \ m ) l -
‘y'eU' ^ J J 
Hence (6) has an optimal value less than or equal to that of (6). 
We conclude that (6) and (7) have the same optimal value. • 
Therefore, (5) has the same solution as 
m m T 
minmax ^(tt,； + 队）maxminmax ^ [tt] + —护 + 
小 y i=i ‘ ‘ 犯i <t>‘ 
.了 
s.t. e < It;,；, Vz = 1 , 2 , • • • , m 
s.t — p.||0|| < yji < (f^P + 
S.t. (jp-e = 1 
.0>O. 
(8) 
Although the optimality set might be enlarged when we move 
from (6) to (7) (consider W = 0 for all i, j for example), the 
optimal value will remain the same, which means our first stage 
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analysis will not be affected. Clearly, the smaller the W{, the 
smaller the constraint sets of (7), and hence the larger the op-
timal value of it. Therefore, (8) must have the same optimal 
value as 
m m . • .. .T min max (开?: + Ui) min max (开》+ ？ — f ” + 
小 y ¥ j^i J 
s.t. e < (t)Tp — pj||0||, Vz = 1, 2，... , m 
s.t. = 1 
, (9) 
Note i?/'^  — +pi j 1111 is convex in Since is convex 
and non-decreasing, {R''^  — � ” + is also convex in m T This convexity is preserved in max ^ (tt!- + — r” + 
J 二1 
P u l l ) + due to the fact that the maximum of convex functions 
m m 
is still convex. As a result, X](开+ Pi) max + y说R')— / \ ‘ ‘ ‘ o 
� ” + P?;ill0NI)+ is convex in ： . So the first “ max" 
\ r J 
and the second "min" in the objective function in (9) can be 
interchanged because the concerning function is convex in 0^'s 
and affine (therefore concave) in y. 
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This way, (9) can be transformed into 
m m -T • • 
min max X；(开 i + ？/,；) max X； + — r'^ + Pi jW\\) l y i 二1 j 二1 “ “ 
s.t. Pi 11011 < —0'' e,Vi = 1 ,2 , . . . , m 
0': > 0 
0 > 0. 
(10) 
By adding new variables, (10) can be further reformulated as 
min to 
m 
S.t. to > ^(ni + yi)ti,Vy e U 
m 
(11) 
e < — Vz = 1 ,2’ . . . ,m 
(j)' > 0 
f e = 1 
(dn \ 
We set di = ： and by Corollary 2.1.2, 
\ dim. J 
饥 ( t - jfTt \ 
to > + yi)uyy eU^ ' e SOC{m + i), 
where 
SOC{m + 1 ) - I f M te^^xeU'^^ty ||x|| > I W _ J 
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(see the definition of the second order cone in Chapter 1). 
Similarly, 
m / , _ ~iT a \ 
ti > e ^ f '' SOC{m+l). 
J二1 V • - d i j J 
Also, the condition 
is equivalent to 
dij > 丁fj 
丁ij > 0 
i.e. / + 1 \ dij - 1 G SOC{m + 1) 
V 抓 , j 
( T V � - 4- f''^  \ 
” 今中 e SOC{m +1) V Tij > 0. 
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s.t, J^ t G SOC{m^l) 
V 以 ' — J 
f (j)T ——办 iT \ 
^ / e5TX7(n + l),Vi = l,2，...，m V Pi^ 
( d i j + 1 \ dij 1 G S0C{3) \ / 
V Pi]妒 ) 
Tij > 0 
4)^6= 1 
(/) > 0. 
(12) 
Obviously, the feasible region will be enlarged with the decrease 
of parameters pi, pij. If pij are all set to be zeros, 
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then (12) reduces to 
min to 
S.t. to - ^^t > 0 
(t)T—‘ - ( f e 2 = 1,2,…,m 
/ dij + 1 \ 
dij - 1 G S0C{3) 
V机 
Tij - BP + ( f p j > 0 . 
Tij > 0 
(j)' > 0 
, = 1 
0 > O , 
which is consistent with the formulation of the problem without 
uncertainties. 
3.2 The General Two-Stage Robust Model 
In this section we are going to solve the general problem (RP2) 
proposed at the end of the introduction part. Before moving on, 
we make the following mild assumptions. 
3.2.1 Assumptions 
1. u(') is increasing, continuous and concave; 
2. U, U\ V\ V^ ” are convex sets; 
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3. The first asset is a risk-free asset with positive return; 
4. A is a convex set such that 
(a) 0 G A 0 + tei E A，W > 0; 
(b) The set = 1,0 e A} is compact; 
5. For each z, A'' is a convex set such that 
(a) (j)' e A' '今(j)' + tei G / v y t > 0; 
(b) The set {(f)' \(j/e < w, (p'' G A'} is compact for any 
G 况. 
Note 
= w, G A''} = { 0 � | / ^ e < w, G A ^ } 门 { 0 � � = w } , 
which is a, closed subset of < w, G A'}. Hence 5(b) 
implies that == w, (j)'' e A'} is also compact for any w. 
3.2.2 Solution for the Model 
Recall the model we need to solve is 
rn, m 
(iiP2) max 恐in XX元i + max min 了 工 间 + • 诚 丁 一 、 
s.t. 0':"e = 0V，Vi = l,2,,..,m 
(f)' e A^ 
s.t. (f)Te = 1 




s.t. (j/e = Wi (13) 
G A'' 
and 
s.t. ( f e < Wi (14) 
f e A'' 
have the same optimal values, where • 
rn 
i m = . mill ；开i + 力. 
J 二1 
Proof: First, assumptions 4(b) and 5(b) ensure that both (13) 
and (14) are solvable, given the fact that these two problems 
are not infeasible or unbounded. If (f)'* is optimal to (13), then 
it must be feasible to (14), which means the optimal value of 
(13) is smaller than or equals to that of (14). Conversely, if 
is optimal to (14), then we can take 秋^ —(购—(1>�丁e)e\ +《， 
which is clearly feasible to (13). According to our assumption, 
•二一j > (PIT—.�]e V'' 




^ mi^ Z ( 巧 勺 > min 
今 f �象 M ) . 
Hence (13) has an optimal value greater than or equal to that of 
(14). We conclude (13) and (14) have the same optimal value.• 
Therefore, under Assumptions 1-5, (RP2) has the same solu-
tion as 
m in r 
max mill + Vi) max min E (开)+ yi )u{(f r'^) 
- s.t. eVi 
e A' 
s.t. (pTe = 1 
A. 
Due to the separability and the minimax theorem, we can trans-
form (RP2) into 
max 力0 (f>,(l>\Uij,ti,to m. 
S.t. to < yi)ti,yy e U 
rn 
Uij < u � ( f — ‘ ] � , V r " ] e V'^ 
( f e < G V' 
(j)' 6 A 
1 
4 3 
Since u is increasing, we can rewrite the problems as 
max to •,(t>�Uij,Wij,ti,t(i m 
S.t. to < Vi^'iy G U 
7； = ! m 
Uij < u{Wij) 
Wij < G V'^ 
( f e < 0 乂 V— G V' 
f G A 
(t)Te = 1 
(f) e 
Setting t 二 ( “ , . . . , t m f , we have shown in Chapter 2 that 
m 
to < Y�玩…i�tiyy e U 
？：二 1 
can be written as 
V ^ / 
By setting Ui = {un, • • •，爪,)『，w e can apply similar trans-
formations on other constraints and obtain the following finite 
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convex representation of {RP2)' 
max to (l),(l)\Uij ,Wij ,Wi,to 
S.t. r GH([/)* 
> 力 I 
/ —T , \ 
V U i 
Uij < u{Wij) 
( - W . \ , ..、 - (15) 
V / 
— V ^ y 
(j)' G A 
= 1 
3.2.3 General Model with Ellipsoidal Uncertainty Sets 
Obviously, {RP2) is far more general than {SRP2). In practice, 
however, it is arguable that the ellipsoidal uncertainty sets are 
general enough. Due to statistical considerations, an investor 
might choose a different utility function from the negate of semi-
variance downsiderisk while keeping uncertainty sets ellipsoidal. 
Therefore, in this section, we assume the uncertainty sets are 
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ellipsoids as defined in Section 2.1, that is, 
V' 二 e 况 ” - -尸:）< p『}， 
V'^ = — - f'^) < p f . } . 
A useful property to note is that if K\ and K2 are two convex 
cones, then 
where Ki + K2 = {x + y\x E Ki,y ^ K2} (see Corollary 16.4.2 
in [8]). We have 
_ 丨 { ( : ) '"。〉0，丨1念丨1口,.。} 
二 lll/ll < Oy^.y^e = 0 > 
e S O C i m ^ l ) ] 
l y / V' ' j y j ) 
门 P^ o (2/0 2/T) 0 
I v y / V V J * i [ 0 o \ [ yo\ [ yo\ ^ 11�1* = E SOC(rn + 1) > i ) \ y ) \ y ) J f / o \ 1 nlv v e ^ } I W J 
H(f/)* 。 ） 卜 ） + ” （ 。 ） 卜 ） G ^ C ( m + l)，^; e 3 ^ � • U o V V W V V \ y J J 
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Therefore, the condition 
( 〜 ） 嗜 V t 
is equivalent to G 况 such that 
P ( 开 ' 卜 外 释 + 1)， 
y t — V • e 
i.e. 
� T t - to) > \ \ t - v - e | | , 
or 
'开了力-《0 2 0 
“ I 去(开了力—to)2 > mv^ - 2fev + f t 
Obviously, the quadratic function q{v) = mv^ — 2t^ev + t^t — 
备(元Tf —力0)2 attains its minimum at v = So the condition 
becomes 
I K^t-to >0 
which is equivalent to the constraint 
V t - e . i y 
For the return uncertainty, note that each positive semidef-
inite matrix of rank k (k < n) can be decomposed as = 
• .丁 . 
C^'C^' for some n x k matrix C" of full column rank. So the 
uncertainty set can be written as 
r : = {r，:er'|||(7:r(r': —f 勺 IISA:}. 
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= CT <[ ( ) r j > - i | | < p, > 
“ / 
||rVC，:">: 一 C � | | < pixi^ > 
> 7 r S � 广 1 0 � , A 0 �广 r O 1 
I V ^ 1 ) \ U 叫 \ T ) ) J 
Therefore, 
( - c f e \ \ ) 
is equivalent to 
f i 0 y W i 0 ) fp^ p ^ y 
0 c/，：卞 j 0 八 0 —/ j 0 ) ^ • ( … ） 
f l 0 \ f l \ 
“ ( 0 肉 - 1 八 0 c - j U - v j i 0 ) 柳 ( … ） 
/ I Q \ / •T—.+jTe \ 
“ ( 0 (肉 - 1 C ' ; 7 ’ 八 了 产 糾 ) . 
In fact, the above results can also be obtained by S-lemma (see 
[9])-
Obviously, uncertainty sets concerning the second decision 
period can be treated the same way. Therefore, the robust coun-
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terpart we want to solve should be 
min to 
(j),(l)\Uij,ti,to 
s . t . ( 协 \ E 奶 c ( m + l ) V , .巧 
I 扑 广 Ui) ) G SOC{m + l),Vi = 1，2,….，m e . ^^ — Ui \ rn. 1 / Uij < u{Wij) 
( 1 0 W 1 0 \ / H^^f^' - � 
/ 1 0 W 1 0 \ / • ^ ( ( f f i ' j — Wii"}� , 
( O j c 柳 八 。 C 項 " ” 护 + 
(t>'>0 
= 1 
where (7” is the full rank matrix satisfying = Q” for 
i,j = 1 ,2 , . . . , m . After replacing to with —to，U with —U and 
Uij with —dij, our model becomes 
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min to 
S.t. ( '^^^'-/'AeSOCim^l) 
\ rn 1 / 
-dij < u{wij) 
I 0 (CI丁c”-i 八 0 八 0 
y 0 {c^ c'^)-' J \ c'^ J \ y 丨 
07: >-0 
= 1 
0 > O . 
(16) 
If Q' = Q3 = ^ � ) , we may take = C " 二 y 0 In-i y 
( 0 � 
for all i,j. 
\ 
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Hence (16) becomes 
min to 
(f>,(l)\Uij,ti,t() 
( ( t o - TT^) \ 
( ： 言 — 1 。 ) 测 一 ， • “ 1 ， 2 ’ … ， 
- d i j < u{wij) 
( - ( f e ) \ 
0 
Pih e SOC{n + l) 
\ Pi 小 n 
j ( 0 , 尸 : - Wij) \ 
0 
Pij(t>i e SOC(n + 1) 




min to kj 
G ( ( : � - / - t ) t )卜释 + 1 ) 
( : 言 二 ) ) 卿 — V z = 1, 2 , … , . 
-dij < u{wij) 
(((^T尸:—\ 
如 e SOC{n) 
\ Pi 小 n / 
— yj..) \ 
….3拖 G ^ O C ( n ) V / 
0 
(pTe = 1 
0 > 0. 
(17) 
A particular penalty function method can be used to solve the 
above problem efficiently. We shall discuss the detailed imple-




In this chapter we report the results of our preliminary compu-
tational experiments under the robust portfolio selection frame-
work proposed in the previous chapters. Although the model 
can be in principle applied to any multi-stage settings, our tests 
are done only on the two-stage problems as specified in Chapter 
3. 
4.1 Scenario Tree Generation 
For implementation, the first issue is to generate a scenario tree 
which to be used in the deterministic problem {P2). We choose 
to adopt the “ clustering of parallel simulations method" as intro-
duced in Gulpinar et al (2004). The main idea is to partition the 
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simulated scenarios in random clusters and select one scenario in 
each cluster as a, representative, which is known as “ centroid". 
The steps of their algorithm are quoted as follows: 
Step 1 (Initialization): Create a root node, with N scenar-
ios. Initialize all the scenarios (including the centroid) with the 
desired starting point. Form a job queue consisting of the root 
node. 
Step 2 (Simulation): Remove a node from the job queue. 
Simulate one time period of growth in each scenario. 
Step 3 (Randomized seeds): Randomly choose a number of 
distinct scenarios around which to cluster the rest: one per de-
sired branch on the scenario tree. 
Step 4 (Clustering): Group each scenario with the seed point 
• to which it is the closest. If the resulting clustering is unaccept-
able, return to Step 3. 
Step 5 (Centroid selection): For each cluster, find the scenario 
which is the closest to its center, and designate it as the centroid. 
Step 6 (Queueing): Create a child scenario tree node for each 
cluster (with probability proportional to the number of scenarios 
in the cluster), and install its scenarios and centroid. If the 
child nodes are not leaves, append to the job queue. If the 
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queue is non-empty, return to step 2. Otherwise, terminate the 
algorithm. 
In our actual implementations, we simply consider perfect 
trees, in which every parent node has exactly m children. We 
generate N = lOm^ simulations and then partition them into 
m? clusters. This means each cluster will contain 10 simula-
tions on average. Each simulation is generated from a vector 
autoregressive (VAR) model: 
ht ='c + nht-i + e“ et �卵，S), t = …，T. 
Note ht so generated are continuous rates. After the tree is 
generated, we should use 
n = 
on each node to obtain the vectors of the discrete returns. 
Using the VAR model to generate the scenario tree is not a 
new approach. Such experiments have been done in Kouwenberg 
(2001) for asset liability management. Kouwenberg also used 
some other scenario tree generation methods in the paper. In 
our numerical tests, historical financial data will be used to fit 
the VAR model. 
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4.2 Numerical Results for the problem {SRP2) 
Example 1 Suppose that we want to choose a portfolio among 
four indices: Heng Seng Index, Dow Jones index, London index 
and Nikkei. The decision horizon is divided into two periods, 
and the length of each period is one month. The target return 
is assumed to be 0.3% for these two months in total, i.e R=1.003. 
We use the monthly price from Jan. 2001 to Dec. 2004 (source: 
www.yahoo.com) as historical data to get a least square estimate 
for the VAR model: 
ht = c + nht-i+et, Q �卵,!]), t = l,... ,T 
The fitted parameters are summarized below. 
/ 0.0026 \ / 0.1548 -0.2725 0.3374 0.2171 \ 
0.0029 ^ _ -0.0156 -0.2432 0.2633 0.1672 
-0.0036 ‘ — 0.0036 -0.0703 0.0178 0.1549 ‘ 
\ 0.0004 / \ 0.0769 -0.1888 0.3729 0.0852 
(0.0029 0.0019 0.0015 0.0013 \ 
A 0.0019 0.0022 0.0018 0.0011 E = . 0.0015 0.0018 0.0019 0.0010 
\ 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0025 / 
A 
Note all the eigenvalues of Q lie in the unit ball so that the 
fitted VAR is stationary. A perfect two-stage scenario tree with 
m children on each internal node can be generated from this 
specific VAR model by the clustering method as described in 
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the previous section. We randomly generate a tree of degree 
ni=10 and a tree of degree m=20 respectively. Based on each 
estimated tree, we solve {SP2) and its robust counterpart and 
obtain the optimal initial portfolios (psp^  and (j)RSP2 respectively. 
To compare the two portfolios, we generate 30 realized trees in 
which return vectors r^  are chosen by the following procedure: 
Step 1: Choose I from a uniform distribution on [0, pi]; 
Step 2: Choose a!, a � ， … ， f r o m independent uniform dis-
tributions on [0, 27r]; 
Step 3: Set 
Ar ' ( l ) = / s ina i , 
Ar''(2) = I cosai sin 0^ 2, < ： 
Ar''(n — 1) = I cos ai - • • cos a^- i sin 
Ar''(n) = / cos ai • • • cos a^,; 
Step 4: Set r'' = perm(Ar'')H-r% where perm(-) returns a random 
permutation of a vector. 
To simulate the probability vectors is a little complicated 
because we have to ensure Tr^e = 1 and yr^ e^ = 1. The following 
procedure is adopted to generate such tt: 
Step 1: Simulate a, vector z G satisfying \\z\\ < J 饥 , 
where a = 2 + y/m\ 
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n � f A-IZ \ Step 2: Set y = , 
/ a 1 . . . 1 � 
where A =丄仅....^ e 況(爪-”乂―-”； 
\ 1 1 . . . a / 
Step 3: Set y = perm(y); 
Step 4: Set tt = tt + y. 
The other tt's and r”s are generated similarly. Since we are 
allowed to adjust our portfolio at the end of period 1 when the 
stage-one "return r''s are realized, the recourse problem and its 
robust counterpart need to be solved. That is, we should obtain 
the appropriate stage-two portfolios (pgp^  and by solving 
m 
m i n X；对R — 
S.t.护 e = Vi = 1 ,2 , . . . , m 2 
and m I min max + y^^iR — 
4>' —i&v�eW 爲] 乂+ 
s.t. ( f e = ( l ) l s p / � � i = 1,2,…，m 
respectively. Note the recourse problem and its robust coun-
terpart can be viewed as a single-stage portfolio selection prob-
lem and its robust counterpart respectively and therefore can be 
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written respectively as the following SOCPs: 
min to 4>\Tj,tj,to 
s.t. to - TT'^t > 0 
t j - 1 G 50(7(3) 
V 2 丁 ] ) 
T j - R + (jf pj > 0 
Tj > 0,Vj = 1 , . . . ,m 
= (jPsp/ 
and 
, min 力0 
<f>\Tj,tj,t() 
U.—AH释+1) 
( t j + i \ 
tj — l e S0C{3) 
\ 叫 / \ 卜丑 + /尸卞释 + 1) V Pij^ Tj > 0,Vj = I , - " ,m 
( f e = (fisp/ 
(/)'• > 0. 
For each of the 30 simulated trees, we simulate 500 scenario 
paths. With the above stage-one and stage-two portfolios, we 
compute the downside risks for each path on each simulated tree. 
The statistics with different parameter settings are summarized 
below. 
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For each parameter setting, we calculate the mean, standard 
deviation, minimum and maximum of the mean of 500 disutility 
values. The results are summarized below. 
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Simulated Tree No. mean(<^5p) meiin{<f)rsp) std{(psp) std(0H5p) 
1 0.0151 0.0150 0.0166 0 .0169~ 
2 0.0184 0.0183 0.0179 0.0184 
3 0.0167 0.0167 0.0175 0.0178 
4 0.0185 0.0175 0.0184 0.0182 
5 0.0164 0.0162 0.0164 0.0167 
6 0.0164 0.0161 0.0171 0.0173 
7 0.0171 0.0169 0.0184 0.0186 
8 0.0159 0.0159 0.0169 0.0176 
9 0.0156 0.0153 0.0164 0.0165 
10 0.0174 0.0172 0.0177 0.0179 
11 0.0179 0.0176 0.0182 0.0182 
12 0.0164 0.0166 0.0172 0.0177 
13 0.0178 0.0174 0.0179 0.0182 
‘ 1 4 0.0157 0.0156 0.0176 0.0177 
15 0.0161 0.0159 0.0164 0.0167 
16 0.0154 0.0153 0.0162 0.0164 
17 0.0166 0.0165 0.0179 0.0180 
18 0.0180 0.0182 0.0181 0.0186 
19 0.0155 0.0160 0.0158 0.0164 
20 0.0162 0.0158 0.0162 0.0164 
21 0.0168 0.0167 0.0174 0.0176 
22 0.0170 0.0169 0.0174 0.0177 
23 0.0163 0.0157 0.0176 0.0176 
24 0.0161 0.0157 0.0168 0.0171 
25 0.0164 0.0160 0.0174 0.0175 
26 0.0157 0.0160 0.0162 0.0166 
27 0.0165 0.0171 0.0165 0.0170 
28 0.0169 0.0162 0.0175 0.0174 
29 0.0161 0.0165 0.0173 0.0179 
^ 0.0173 0.0173 0.0176 0.0180 
Table 4.1: The comparison of optimal expected utility function values for 
{SP2) and {RSP2) when rn = 10,6 = Oi = Pi = � = 0 . 0 1 
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Simulation No. mean(<^5p) mean((^/i5p) std(<^5p) std(^/j5p) 
1 0.023163 0.020068 0 .0212630.019548 
2 0.044821 0.029962 0.025681 0.022144 
3 0.035555 0.014659 0.025430 0.016782 
4 0.009818 0.015120 0.013720 0.017967 
5 0.020192 0.019212 0.017551 0.016757 
6 0.007236 0.011178 0.012395 0.015890 
7 0.017326 0.020581 0.017967 0.017165 
8 0.019015 0.023077 0.017436 0.018262 
9 0.018063 0.017905 0.018367 0.017897 
10 0.024886 0.019590 0.021360 0.017593 
11 0.013507 0.017381 0.015518 0.017839 
12 0.029619 0.026344 0.022018 0.022391 
13 0.016177 0.017482 0.017998 0.019241 
‘ 1 4 0.014998 0.022545 0.012095 0.017163 
15 0.025942 0.023584 0.029900 0.023360 
16 0.037115 0.025366 0.027865 0.019414 
17 0.007683 0.018293 0.007484 0.018316 
18 0.016520 0.018605 0.017766 0.018539 
19 0.015087 0.016467 0.016813 0.018346 
20 0.011286 0.018490 0.014919 0.018240 
21 0.020323 0.021368 0.018900 0.019210 
22 0.012855 0.016592 0.015141 0.016435 
23 0.015040 0.016968 0.021476 0.018911 
24 0.018698 0.019387 0.020483 0.020112 
25 0.026605 0.012250 0.020975 0.014916 
26 0.015211 0.019168 0.016939 0.017204 
27 0.017973 0.017714 0.017324 0.015727 
28 0.022325 0.018573 0.012776 0.014783 
29 0.019459 0.019266 0.026209 0.019811 
3 0 0.013717 0.015176 0.018941 0.017066 
Table 4.2: The comparison of optimal expected utility function values for 
{SP2) and (RSP2) when rn = = = Pi = � = 0 . 1 
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Simulation No. mean(05p) mean((/>fl5p) st.d(0sp) st.d(<;^flgp) 
1 0.039628 0.039809 0 .0230970.023488 
2 0.037118 0.036793 0.021986 0.022116 
3 0.036690 0.036461 0.021469 0.021797 
4 0.039884 0.039497 0.022867 0.023090 
5 0.039111 0.039200 0.021895 0.022279 
6 0.038316 0.038526 0.023108 0.023433 
7 0.036741 0.036993 0.021604 0.021838 
8 0.038177 0.038237 0.021965 0.022210 
9 0.038651 0.038957 0.023867 0.024193 
10 0.034983 0.035368 0.020252 0.020658 
11 0.035605 0.035909 0.021934 0.022192 
12 0.038245 0.038696 0.022896 0.023142 
13 0.038517 0.038092 0.021979 0.022197 
‘ 1 4 0.036701 0.036769 0.021526 0.021871 
15 0.037487 0.037608 0.021679 0.022021 
16 0.039209 0.039359 0.022289 0.022775 
17 0.037823 0.037899 0.022457 0.022917 
18 0.040010 0.040258 0.022554 0.022849 
19 0.038135 0.038392 0.021934 0.022075 
20 0.037735 0.037789 0.021149 0.021553 
21 0.040037 0.039216 0.023104 0.023249 
22 0.038217 0.037867 0.021042 0.021400 
23 0.038830 0.039220 0.024004 0.024446 
24 0.037897 0.038142 0.022188 0.022521 
25 0.037257 0.037431 0.021945 0.022323 
26 0.039026 0.038574 0.022346 0.022836 
27 0.037971 0.038250 0.020771 0.021314 
28 0.037358 0.037433 0.021890 0.022544 
29 0.039180 0.039579 0.023111 0.023347 
3 0 0.037915 0.037970 0.022341 0.022711 
Table 4.3: The comparison of optimal expected utility function values for 
(SP2) and {RSP2) when rn = 20,0 = 9^ = Pi =�=0.01 
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Simulation No. mean(^5p) mean((/>/i5p) st.d(05p) std(<^R5p) 
1 0.042777 0.046607 0 .0268110 .028027 
2 0.037954 0.042539 0.023226 0.024736 
3 0.056140 0.041825 0.030826 0.023360 
4 0.032971 0.037870 0.019647 0.022278 
5 0.040384 0.051911 0.023510 0.026385 
6 0.063347 0.044975 0.029049 0.023734 
7 0.041037 0.042239 0.022407 0.022198 
8 0.044176 0.042903 0.034973 0.025256 
9 0.032981 0.042085 0.020581 0.025931 
10 0.034207 0.044676 0.023391 0.024808 
11 0.044625 0.042605 0.025458 0.024451 
12 0.056850 0.053531 0.029651 0.031299 
13 0.055637 0.046887 0.027770 0.023176 
" 1 4 0.038220 0.045294 0.026780 0.027837 
15 0.036118 0.048949 0.021267 0.023266 
16 0.048894 0.050769 0.024468 0.025263 
17 0.031945 0.036074 0.022031 0.021659 
18 0.024528 0.031694 0.018670 0.020064 
19 0.043542 0.043192 0.025795 0.026158 
20 0.042073 0.042038 0.024343 0.024527 
21 0.029920 0.035966 0.020121 0.021963 
22 0.039434 0.044167 0.021728 0.022732 
23 0.039135 0.041967 0.022928 0.022829 
24 0.039541 0.045644 0.025274 0.024465 
25 0.044885 0.045840 0.025910 0.023839 
26 0.042935 0.053967 0.023734 0.027428 
27 0.027826 0.038244 0.018155 0.019736 
28 0.033608 0.041651 0.021098 0.023825 
29 0.044948 0.043498 0.020028 0.020387 
3 0 0.037101 0.044094 0.017852 0.026881 
Table 4.4: The comparison of optimal expected utility function values for 
{SP2) and (RSP2) when rn = 2 0 ’ 没 = 久 二 Pi = 〜 = 0 . 1 
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Parameter settings mean (me an ( p ) ) mean(mean(<?i/^5p)) 
m 二 = Pi = pij = 0.01 0.016594 0.016472 
m = 10’ 0 二 = 二 Pij = 0.1 0.019674 0.019079 m = 20,6* = = Pi 二 f>i:j = 0.01 0.038082 0.038143 
m =.20,9 = Bi = pi = Pij = 0.1 0.040925 0.043790 
Parameter settings std(meaii(^5p)) st.d(mean(<^fl5p)) 
m, = lQ,e Pi = Pij - 0.01 0.000896 0.000838 
m = 10,0 二 = Pi = Pij = 0.1 0.008564 0.003961 m 二 20,0 二 = Pi = fjij = 0.(n 0.001217 0.001168 
m = 2Q,e = � = Pi 二 Pij = 0.1 0.008844 0.005006 
Parameter settings rnin(mean(05p)) min (mean P)) 
m. = \(),e = ei = Pi = Pij = 0.01 0.015113 0.015049 
m = 10,0 = = Pi = Pij = 0.1 0.007236 0.011178 
m = = = = Pij = 0.01 0.034983 0.035368 
m = 2Q,e = 二 f)i = Pij = 0.1 0.024528 0.031694 
Parameter settings max(mean(<;/>5p)) max (mean( 0hsp )) 
m. = 10,e = ei^ Pi = Pij = 0.01 0.018534 0.018310 
m 二 = Qi = Pi 二 Pij = 0.1 0.044821 0.029962 
m = 20,e = 9 i = Pi = Pij = 0.01 0.040037 0.040258 
m 二 20,0 = = />i = Pij = 0.1 0.063347 0.053967 
Table 4.5: The comparison of the mean of 500 simulated disutility function 
values for (SP2) and {RSP2) under different parameter settings 
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From the table 4.5, we can see the standard deviation of 
the mean of the downside risk will be significantly reduced if 
we choose portfolio (pRSP instead of cpsp without sacrificing the 
mean return. Even the expected downside risk is increased, 
the increment is relatively small compared to the reduction in 
standard error. For example, when m = 20,0 = 9{ = pi = 
Pij = 0.1, using a robust optimal portfolio will only cause a 
7% increase in the mean of the expected downside risk, while 
the standard error is decreased by over 40%. At the same, the 
maximum value of the mean of downside risk for each of the 
30 simulated trees also decrease. This is consistent with our 
theoretical expectation. When m = 20,6 = (9,: = pi = pij — 0.1, 
the maximum value is observed to decrease by nearly 15%. 
Finally, for the same estimated tree, increasing the sizes of 
uncertainty sets will enhance both the reduction in standard 




This thesis discusses the portfolio selection problems based on 
scenario trees. The robust optimization models are established 
and solved in both single-stage and multi-stage settings. If we 
follow a, robust optimization strategy to maximize the expected 
utility function value, the possible utility loss from the inaccu-
racy of the scenario tree estimation will be significantly reduced. 
This conclusion is also confirmed by the immerical analysis. 
However, there are still many issues remain to be tackled in 
the future. Below are there such potential research problems: 
1. How to decide on the sizes of the ellipsoidal uncertainty 
sets? What is the optimal trade-off between efficiency and 
robustness? 
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2. Are there any better numerical solution method to solve 
Problem (i?_P2)? In our experiment, the algorithm may 
still take considerable computational time. 
3. How to formulate and solve the problems when uncertainty 




Before proving Theorem 4.3.1, we need the following result. 
Theorem A.0.1 Suppose the problem we want to solve is in the 
form of 
(P) min f{x) 
s.t X E C\ 
X G C2, 
where(Xf]C2 化 
For each pair of parameters //,z/， a parameterized problem 
(P^) is defined as 
where = f (x) + / /6(x) + and b{x) and p{x) are 
continuous barrier and penalty functions associated with Ci and 
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C2 respectively, that is to say, 
( 
&( ) is finite, x G C^ 
y = + 0 0 , X e dC\ 
and 
I〉0, otherwise. 
Suppose that { / / } and {u^} are two sequences of positive num-
bers satisfying 
/ / 0 ， 0 0 ， ( 2 5 /C — OO 
and x^' is an optimal solution to problem {P^'), for A; = 0，l’2,.... 
Let X he a cluster point of {x^}. Then f{x) = v*, where v* is 
the finite optimal value of (P). 
Proof: By continuity of / , 
s.t. 
/ ⑷ < 1；* + 1/2已 Furthermore, for any given e > 0, there exists k^  such that 
y k > k , : f{y,) + fyye) < five) + l / 2 e < V + e 
70 
4 fiVe) + � + � � = f i V e ) + < + e 
今 f{x^) + + <v* -\-e< five) + fi^bive) + ly^'piVe) 
. � l imsupk{f{x^ ' ) + + < v*. 
Since limsupj^ > 0, and also 
l immik[f{x^') + + > limsupj..(/(x^) + 
+ limsupfc//6(a:” > liminffc[/(a:^) + ly^yix^')] > / (x) , 
which implies v* > f{x). 
On the other hand, x must belong to C2, because C2 is closed. 
Hence 白（7i fl (^ 2 and v* < f{x). 
We thus conclude that v* = f{x). • 
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